
Symbiotic assembly instructions
hi thanks for your support, here is a quick guide on how to

assemble your symbiotic kit

step 1:  1n914
check the polarity,
place the black strip 
as footprint on pcb

resistors:
100k: r2
220r: r1:r3;r4;r5;
r6;r7;r8;r9;r11
1k: r12;r13;
r15(place it after the j.socket)
4,7k: r10

16mhz oscillator



pin headers:
probe: 1x2 pin
analog outs: 1x 4 pin

ceramic capacitors:
104: c3;c4;c5;c6;c7
22: c8;c9
472: c1

tactle button:



ic socket:
8 pin
28 pin

jack socket: 

leds:
check the polarity
the long leg is the 
positive pin 



voltage regulator:
place it as the draw
on the pcb

electrolytic capacitor :
c2: 47uf
check the polarity
the long leg is the 
positive pin 

switchs:



potentiometer:

midi socket:

jumper wire on back:
this connection is used 
to make the whole 
midi to cv conversion 
circuit work,
 it can be make with 
a small cable or 
better with a small 
cut residue of a resistor
 (but be careful not
 to create false contacts
 with other soldering points nearby



9v battery clip:
before soldering 
the cable, 
pass it through the hole 
indicated in the red
 photo and tie a 
knot on itself, 
this will prevent 
the cable from 
coming off where 
it is soldered.
then solder 
the red cable on the + and the black cable on the -

now insert the ic's in its respective sockets
pay attention to the polarity each ic has a half moon or a 
small dot on pin 1 put it in correspondence with the drawing on
the pcb

well done you are done assembling your symbiotic, now you 
should have something very similar to this!



Oooh no! My device not working!
try to fix it with this check list:
-check the polarity of polarized component as ic,e.cap, leds, 
-9v battery clip.
  Check if your 9v battery is charged
-check the solder point many times can be a cold or more hot 

            solder to make a false contact
if this list of check dont resolve your problem contact us on
instagram or facebook chat and send us some video and pics of

problem we try to fix it togheter.w

have a fun and make some noise!


